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Pete Brown’s got a space problem. To be more exact, he’s got a lack of space problem and 
how that limits his terrain collection. But he’s a man with a plan, a plan to work around this 

restriction, a plan so cunning you could put a tail on it and call it a Stripey Horse! 

RETURN TO ICE STATION RETURN TO ICE STATION 
STRIPEY HORSESTRIPEY HORSE

One thing I am quite short of is space. I’ve 
negotiated the use of a wardrobe in the 
room I optimistically refer to as my ‘study’ 
and have an area in the damp corner 
of my garage. That means large home-
made terrain boards and boxes of various 
buildings, styles of roads and varieties of 
woods are not really an option. 

To this end I am always looking to collect 
terrain which will get the maximum 
use but with minimum storage. I have 
managed this, so far, by collecting generic 
European buildings, trees and roads, 
which have been fought over by my 
Seven Years War collection one week and 
WWII tanks the next. The inclusion of 
the odd eighteenth century hay wagon or 

a telegraph pole here and 
there helps to set the game 
in the right century but for 
much of the time the same 
terrain will do nicely. 

The huge number of 
skirmish games that have 
become available over 
the past couple of years 
has, however, presented 
me with something of a 
dilemma. For many of 
them, the terrain is quite 
specific, and you usually 
need quite a lot of it. 
Take Zombie games, for 
example, which often need 
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some boarded-up buildings and burned 
out cars to look right. A setting such as 
Warlord Games’ Judge Dredd requires 
more than a couple of sci-fi buildings 
to even begin to look like Mega City 
One. When playing ultra modern rules, 
such as Osprey’s Zona Alpha, it really 
stretches believability if once again I 
plant my timber framed generic European 
buildings on the table, when a more post-
apocalyptic look should be what we are 
going for. 

What I needed for my skirmish games 
was a catchall setting that I could wheel 
out for any number of games without the 
need for masses of new terrain. A desert 
setting immediately sprang to mind, but 
then I thought of something a little more 
left field …

THE ARCTIC CIRCLE!

Now, before you dismiss this idea out of 
hand, just stop and think for a minute. 
How many great movies have either 
been based in the Arctic or in an isolated 
winter setting? Obviously, Ice Station 
Zebra, (the name of this article hopefully 
becomes clear!) alongside The Grey, Bear 
Island, The Thing, The Polar Express … 
well, maybe not that last one, but you get 
the idea. 

Usually Arctic-based stories revolve 
around a scientific base, whaling 
station, or similar structure isolated 
in the icy wilderness. All you need in 
terms of terrain are a couple of snowed 
in buildings and you are pretty much 
done. You can then collect a few other 
items to place the game in the right time 
period, but these can be swapped around 
depending on the game you want to play. 

I was inspired by the old whaling station 
used as the starting point for the 2004 
film, Alien vs Predator. I subsequently 
used an Arctic science station as the basis 
for my Aliens game. A few weeks later, 
using figures from Sally 4th’s ‘Great 
Movie Miniatures’ range, the same 
Arctic scientific station was the scene of 
a fire fight between US Special forces 
and Russian Spetsnaz, both attempting 
to recover a downed satellite. Whilst 
you could use the setting to play out an 
encounter between Finnish and Russian 
troops during WWII, I much prefer using 
Pulp rules to turn the base into a Secret 
Nazi Scientific station, experimenting 
with all sorts of UFO or Fourth Reich 
technology. 

What about the Arctic station being one 
of the last bastions of humanity against 
the rising Zombie tide? Can the humans 
hold out when a Zombie swarm attacks? 
Or reverse this idea, with troops sent to 
find out why contact has been lost with 
the station, only to find it full of zombies. 
This could be the result of an experiment 
that went wrong, something they dug up, 

an alien spore, or whatever MacGuffin 
you need to make the story work. 

If you get it right, a small amount 
of terrain can allow you to fight any 
number of skirmishes, from 1930’s polar 
explorers in Sally 4th White Out through 
to Johnny Alpha bringing in Bounties in 
the sci-fi game Strontium Dog.

NO BUSINESS LIKE 
SNOW BUSINESS

So, how to begin? I was sure that I was 
not going to have the space or time to 
construct purpose made snow terrain 
boards; a cloth or mat was the obvious 
solution. This could be thrown over 
my existing green hills and negate the 
need for me to make snowy ones. You 
can pick up a white felt cloth for a 
reasonable price online, but I decided 
that since I was saving so much time 
and money by not making boards and 
hills, I could push the boat out. There 
are several manufacturers with snow 
themes available, both in mouse mat 
style, PVC and the more traditional cloth. 
Tinywargames and Game.Mat.EU have 
good options but in the end, I plumped 
for a cloth from Deep Cut Studios. I 
feared it looked a little too blue when I 
saw it in the packaging, but on the table, 
it looks spot on. 

Becoming more invested in the setting, 
it was worth looking around at purpose 
made snowy buildings. Again, there 
are a number of options that you could 
use, in both MDF and resin, depending 
on the type of research station you are 
going for. Try to think outside the box 
here a little bit, as there are some great 
buildings available for Star Wars games, 

MAKING SIMPLE NISSEN HUTS

Next were the buildings. For my first game I decided to scratch-build some Nissen 
hut style buildings, which would form part of my Arctic research station. I had seen 
an image of this type of building being used in modern stations and I thought they 
would not be too tricky to construct. To make them I glued two strips of thin balsa 
wood to the buildings base, then I bent a piece of white card into a “C” shape and 
placed it between those strips. A dot of glue and the structure stayed in place. 

Card shapes got cut to make the front and back sides 
of the building and I fashioned a door for the entrance 
before pushing them into place. Filler textured the 
bases, before a layer of snow flock was added to finish. 
These are a bit rough and ready and certainly not up to 
show standard, but they were enough for a game at the 
club and very quick and easy to make.

for example, set on the snow planet of 
Hoth, which could easily be adapted 
to represent a near future Arctic base. 
Harking back to the whaling station 
from Alien vs Predator, I was drawn to 
the old-school looking station produced 
by Blastwall (see more of Blastwall’s 
work in some of the pictures here and the 
feature at the end of this article). 

My initial plan was for my research 
station to look a little industrial, like 
they were drilling for something or 
upsetting the natural balance in some 
way (what could possibly go wrong?). I 
bought a box of Terrain Crate’s Industrial 
Accessories that contained industrial 
pipes, vents and generic machinery. This 
worked well for my first sci-fi game but 
with the older look whaling station I went 
to Warlord Games’ Stalingrad scenery, 
specifically Factory Set 1. This had 
timber piles, coiled wiring, oil drums and 
all sorts of terrain that could be adapted 
to suit a more 20th century setting. 
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If you want your terrain to look like a 
light snowfall has just fallen on it, apply 
PVA glue and dip it in snow flock. You 
should just about be able to see the 
terrain item through the snow. If you 
are going for heavier snowfall, then 
pick up a small tube of Foam Snow. By 
squeezing a little of this along the top 
of a fence or on some boxes, it dries 
looking like heavy snowfall and can 
either be left as it is or have a final layer 
of snow flock added just to finish it 
off.  I also 
used scenic 
Shovelled 
Snow 
to make 
snow drifts 
against 
buildings, 
although 
this could 
also be done 
using filler.

There are many ways your snow troopers could get to the 
Arctic station. Some companies make sleds pulled by huskies 
and there are some sci-fi snowmobiles available too. Sally 4th 
make a submarine conning tower, modelled breaking through 
the ice, to unload your unsuspecting soldiers. However, for 
real class, nothing beats a bang up to date Sci-Fi drop ship. 

I picked mine up from eBay. It is an old Daemonscape 
Dragonfly design and is a fairly weighty resin model. It comes 
with an empty cargo section at the rear, which did not suit my 
needs, as I required a troop carrier. I wanted the seating for the 
troops to resemble those in the movie Aliens, where the troops 
were restrained by lift up bars more often seen on theme park 
rides. 

The seating was easily constructed out of a block of balsa 
wood with card backing. I then padded the individual seats 
with green stuff before adding the restraining bars. These were 

simply off-cuts of gardening wire, bent around a pencil to give 
them a uniform ‘U’ shape.

I sprayed the whole lot black before painting the bars with 
yellow warning stripes and gluing a strip of seats down both 
sides of the cargo bay. 

I fitted a hinge and two small magnets on the rear door to 
allow it to open and close, put a green stuff fire extinguisher 
at one end, and modelled some gun racks for extra firepower, 
should the troops need it. These were made of card and the 
guns were rescued from a sprue of plastic Zombie Survivors 
that I had left over.  

Although I originally painted the ship in Arctic colours, using 
grey, white and blue shades, I didn’t like it and oversprayed 
it with classic green. I know it is destined for the Arctic, but I 
also know what I like. 

TRAVELLING IN STYLE
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ARCTIC ADVENTURERS

Anyone fighting in this kind of terrain is going to have to be wrapped up 
warm, so consider that in your miniatures. If you are going for a Victorian 
setting, have a look at horror ranges for games such as Call of Cthulhu, with 
manufacturers such as Ral Partha, Copplestone or Recreational Conflict 
producing dog sleds and Arctic explorers. 

If WWII is your preference, there are a host of 
manufacturers, such as Warlord Games, who 
produce Germans, Russians, Americans and even 
Finns in winter clothing, including the obligatory 
ski troops. For Cold War era games, as mentioned 
above, Sally 4th do some purpose made Ice 
Station Zebra miniatures including Russian and 
American troops as featured in the movie. 

A shop around amongst manufacturers who 
produce ‘Cold War Gone Hot’ ranges, I am sure, 
would also uncover some winter themed troops. I 
wanted to set one of my games in the near future, 
so I bought a number of Four A Miniatures’s snow 
troopers. These troops are dressed in a style that 
suggests early 21st century but hold weapons that 
are clearly near future in design. What’s more, 
they are very easy to paint up!

STRIPEY HORSE: THE RETURN

Presented here is the scenario I used most recently for an Aliens vs Marines 
game. I ran this at our local club, based loosely on the second Aliens movie. 
I have now obtained some Sally 4th Ice Station Zebra miniatures and a box 
of plastic Zombies. Maybe next time the capsule that falls from orbit can 
hold a deadly virus, turning the infected into Zombies. Maybe it will be 
a secret Soviet base, raided by US Special Forces. The Arctic setting has 
much to commend it and will provide many hours of wargaming to come.  

Stay frosty!

Picking the rules for your Ice Station skirmish very much 
depends on what period you are playing and what level of 
skirmish you want to replicate. 

If it is a WWII skirmish then rules such as Bolt Action or 
Konflict ’47 should work perfectly well. Equally, a small-
scale action between two Victorian themed factions can easily 
use rules such as In Her Majesty’s Name or even Dracula’s 
America depending on the storyline you are looking for (the 
comic book and film 30 Days of Night could fit here). 

Small scale modern skirmishes could be re-created using 
Osprey’s Black Ops, with slightly larger skirmishes being 
catered for by Force on Force, from Ambush Alley games. 
Near future games such as Zona Alpha or any number of the 
various Zombie skirmish games could also be used. In short, 
whatever rules you’re using now will probably do the job. 

When it came to my Marines vs Aliens game, I was in a bit 
of a quandary. A set of perfectly good Alien vs Predator rules 
exist (when last I looked these were free to download from 
Prodos Games’ website) but they are quite detailed, with 
Marines taking wounds to various body parts and sustaining 
a certain number of hits before being incapacitated, which is 
quite admin heavy and very small scale. 

Since nobody produced exactly what I was after, I decided 
to cannibalise some existing rules and home brew my own. I 
divided the marines into squads and the aliens into ‘packs’ of 
three. Playing cards decided the order of activation and when 

a group activated, they had 1D3 actions, including firing, 
moving, opening doors, and so on. 

I kept combat pretty simple and gave the aliens a good 
chance of surviving a hit from the Marine’s Pulse Rifles, 
keeping the marine player on his toes. They must have been 
pretty realistic, as the marine player in my game had only 
one man survive, who made it back to the ship, took off, and 
nuked the site from orbit. Well, it’s the only way to be sure!

BLOOD ON THE ICE

DownloaD Pete’s house rules

We’ve added Mr Brown’s house rules,  
alien and Marine stats to the Wargames Illustrated site  
as a downloadble PDF, available to Wi Prime members.

Prime

Above: All miniatures are from Sally 4th.
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The Scenario

For my first foray into the abandoned Ice Station, I wanted to 
use some great Alien miniatures that I had picked up from eBay 
and are now produced by North Star. They were a bit pricey but 
luckily, I did not need many. I pitted them against my Four A 
Miniatures snow troopers, who had arrived at the isolated station 
in their drop ship. 
In addition to the briefing below, I told the Marine player that 
a blizzard had blown up, reducing visibility to 12", for the full 
horror movie atmosphere. The Marine player begins with a 
briefing that identifies the nature of the base and what each 
building should be used for. 
US Marine corpS : SecreT Briefing
You are Lieutenant Wendall Spanswick of the United States 
Marine Corps. 
Last week, an object believed to be a Chinese or Russian spy 
satellite fell out of orbit and landed near the Arctic Research 
Station Stripey Horse. Originally a weather station, it has recently 
been used by a private company to drill for natural gas. The scientists at the base retrieved the item after it landed but 
soon all contact with the base was lost. It is possible that Special 
Forces from the Chinese or Russian state have taken over the 
base in an attempt to retrieve the item. 

ICE STATION STRIPEY HORSE
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YoUr MiSSion

• Sweep and secure Ice Station Stripey Horse

• Rescue any American citizens who may be being held hostage

• Neutralise any hostile state actors who may be on the base

• Retrieve the satellite and return with it to base.  

You will land by drop ship on the only flat area of ground next to the station and must deploy from the 

ship. Please try to minimise damage to the station as it has a substantial dollar value.

The STaTion conSiSTS of Six Main STrUcTUreS

• Building 1 - the main mess hall, radio room and lab. 

• Buildings 2 to 5 - accommodation buildings. 

• Building 6 - a gas tank. Under no circumstances are firearms to be used against this structure, as 

rupture may result in an explosion. 

The gas pipes around the base are warm and are generally circulating gas. If ruptured, they will not 

explode, but may cause a leak. Orange coloured gas tanks and red coloured gas bottles are pressurised 

containers and may explode if hit by firearms.

There should be 16 scientists and workers at the Ice Station, led by  

Dr Wilfred Brimley. 

The alien forceS

The item that fell from orbit was not a satellite, it was an escape pod from an alien spaceship. The drill 

workers, who recovered the capsule and took it back to Stripey Horse, were promptly overpowered and 

became incubators for more alien eggs. These eggs have hatched, the base is now overrun with aliens, in 

a state of slumber as they await the arrival of some more food.  

4

3

6

2
51
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STarTing poSiTionS

The aliens begin dormant on the board edge, buried in snow. The alien player should mark 
their location on a map before the marine player deploys. When the Marines enter the Mess 
hall (Building 1) they will find the alien egg horde and will be attacked by a Face Hugger. The 
remaining eggs will open one every turn to release another Face Hugger unless destroyed. As soon as building 1 is disturbed the Alien dormancy ends and they are placed on the board.Special rUleS

“There’s something moving and it ain’t us!”You may start one alien inside the gas pipes. Place the marker alongside the 
pipes and move it normally. At any point it may burst out of the pipe, using 
one action to do so, and may then use remaining actions to attack. “They're right under the primary heat exchangers.”Gas bottles hit by gunfire may explode as if they were a grenade. If the 
main tank (Building 6) is hit by heavy weapons or grenades it will explode, 
destroying the base and everyone in it. If the marines are about to be 
overwhelmed by the Aliens, it gives them the possibility of forcing a draw.
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